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The presentation contains several musical selections, including music contemporary to
the events and music written by Richard Rogers to accompany the TV series Victory at
Sea. Note: The title slide takes about 20 seconds to transform itself.

Outline:
0. Overview
I. What was fascism and how did it become powerful?
II. Why did Japan turn aggressive? 
III. How did Hitler rise to power?
IV. Why did the German people allow Hitler to come to power?
V. How did Germany expand without war?
VI. How did Hitler avoid war with Stalin?
VII. How did war break out in Europe?
VIII. Who were some of the chief leaders in WWII?
IX. How did Britain become isolated?
X. What was the course of the war in Europe?
XI. When and how did war break out in East Asia?
XII. How did two regional wars become world war?
XIII. What was the course of the war against Japan?
XIV. What happened to Jews in Europe?
XV. What was worse: Hitler’s Germany or Stalin’s USSR?
00. Conclusions

World War II is primarily a text presentation. The gray slides can be omitted.

[By starting on the blank slide, the music will play correctly on the title slide.]
0. Overview

A.  World War II consisted of two separate but overlapping wars.  
      1. The first war started in China, when Japan slowly invaded Manchuria,

starting in 1931 and becoming more serious in July 1937.
      2. The second war started in Europe when Hitler invaded Poland in

September 1939. (We use this date, rather than 1937, to mark the
beginning of World War Two.)

B. Results of World War II
1. Germany was crushed but rebuilt without German patriotism.
2. Japan was devastated but Japanese Civilization sprang back.
3. The alliance of the Soviet Union with the West collapsed, leading to the
Cold War.
4. The USA and the USSR emerged as superpowers.

C. Fifteen questions about World War Two:
1. What is fascism and how did it become powerful?
2. Why did Japan turn aggressive?
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3. How did Adolf Hitler rise to power?
4. Why did the German people allow Hitler to come to power?
5. How did Germany expand without war?
6. How did Hitler avoid war with Stalin?
7. How did war break out in Europe?
8. Who were some of the chief leaders in WWII?
9. How did Britain become isolated?
10. What was the course of the war in Europe?
11. When and how did war break out in East Asia?
12. How did two regional wars become world war?
13. What was the course of the war against Japan?
14. What happened to Jews in Europe?
15. What was worse: Hitler’s Germany or Joseph Stalin’s USSR?

I. What was fascism and how did it become powerful?
A. Fascism originally referred to the government of Italy between 1922 and
1945.

1. It was strongly nationalistic—glorifying the state.
2. National goals superseded the individuals’ goals.

B. Then people used it to describe similarly authoritarian governments in
Germany and Spain.
This is the general use of the term when discussing World War Two (that is, the
governments of Germany, Italy, & Spain), with only minor emphasis on Spain,
since Spain did fight in the war.
C. Yet later, it came to refer to any similar authoritarian government. This
current usage is vaguer than the earlier meaning.
D. It is also used today by careless thinkers as an insult term, without any
specific meaning other than, “You are to the right of me”.
[4 gray slides begin]
E. In 1922, Benito Mussolini became the strongman leader of Italy.

1. Later, Italy invaded the independent African country Ethiopia in July
1934. (In January 1941 the Allies drove the Italians out.)

F. Hitler in Germany
1. Early in its history, Adolf Hitler became the leader of the Nazi Party. 
The Party, using verbal appeals to the voters and violence against other
parties, did not become powerful in German politics until the Great
Depression.

G Franco in Spain
1. A Civil War in Spain broke out in 1936 as military leaders acted against
the Republican government. Germany and Italy soon recognized the
breakaway government and sent help. The civil war provided Hitler an
opportunity to increase military training under real war conditions.

a. The bombing of the village of Guernica marked the first instance
of military cooperation by Italy and Germany and led to Picasso’s
famous picture of the same name.
b. the fascist forces of General Francisco Franco won in 1939.
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[gray slides end]

II. Why did Japan turn aggressive?
A. Japan had a dilemma: its markets and raw materials were not sufficient for its
ambitions.
B. The population growth caused problems (and emigration failed to solve them
as it did in places such as Athens in the 6  century B.C.).th

Japan turned an eye
toward Manchuria

and the rest of China.
C. Militarists gained control of the government.

1. Army factions gradually ignored the civilian leadership and got away
with it.
2. Civilians failed to maintain firm civilian control of the government.
3. Emperor Hirohito, although theoretically the absolute leader of the
Japanese, failed to exercise control.
4. The US paid too little attention to problems developing in Asia.

III. How did Hitler rise to power?
A. The situation in Germany encouraged the rise of a radical leader.

1. Germans resented that the WW One victors had mistreated them. 
2. Germans lacked a democratic tradition and looked down on the Weimar
Republic that had replaced the Kaiser.
3. The Great Depression encouraged a sense of hopelessness among
Germans.

B. Hitler rose in the Nazi Party.
1. Hitler could speak convincingly.
2. Hitler behaved ruthlessly.

C. The Nazi Party attracted voters when the good times ended in a Depression.
[Footnote: Here would be a good place to talk about Hitler’s life.]

IV. Why did the German people allow Hitler to come to power?
A. The German people had misplaced hopes.

1. for international respect
2. for a strong leader
3. for a strong anti-communist leader
4. Hitler convincingly promised to regain respect for Germany and fight
communism.

B. The same skills that helped Hitler in the Nazi Party (his speaking ability and
ruthlessness) helped him in German politics.

Parentheses: Parliamentary government in Germany featured two executive leaders: a
Chief of State (the President), and a Head of Government (the Chancellor). The
Chancellor was chosen by the President.

C. President Hindenburg (German Chief of State) sought to control Hitler by
bringing him into the government. In January 1933 he named Hitler Chancellor.

1. Outside politicians can make wild promises and claims; actual leaders
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tend to be more realistic.
2. Hindenburg named Hitler Chancellor—head of government.
3. Hindenburg’s advisors believed that Hitler would be controllable and
more responsible inside the government. They were wrong.

D. Hitler moved to become German dictator.
1. He exploited his constitutional power to increase his power.
2. When someone set the parliamentary building on fire, Hitler used the
event as a reason for the Parliament to grant him temporary extraordinary
powers. (The government charged a communist, but we now know that
the Nazi Party set the fire to give Hitler a pretext for demanding more
power.)
3. After President Hindenburg died, Hitler convinced the Reichstag
(parliament) to combine the offices of head of state and head of
government into one office—the Führer—,which he assumed.
4. Germans’ lack of faith in democratic-republican government opened
them to Hitler’s ‘strong man’ approach.
5. Hitler’s successful decision to remilitarize the Rhineland (March 1936)
weakened his opponents in the government.

a. The French Army at this time was powerful enough to easily
expel the German troops. Hitler gambled the defeatist French
would do nothing. (The other Allies were not physically located
where they could intervene, if they indeed would have.) Some
historians believe that had the French resisted, Hitler would have
lost so much prestige that he would have been forced from office,
thus forestalling the war in Europe.

6. Hitler exploited German anti-Semitism to hurt Jews.

V. How did Germany expand without war?
A. Hitler began building Germany’s military power, in spite of prohibitions by the
Treaty of Versailles.
B. Germany annexed Austria (“Anschluss”); in accepting annexation, Austria
became part and partner with Germany, not a victim (we will sometimes refer to
the country hereafter as Germany/Austria to emphasize this point).
C. Hitler next demanded control of the Sudetenland—western  Czechoslovakia.
To avoid war over the issue, France and Britain gave in.
D. Hitler bullied French and German leaders, who appeased him to avoid
conflict.
E. Hitler next seized the rest of Czechoslovakia; this destroyed the credibility of
appeasement and would be the last act of aggression that Britain and France
would tolerate.
F. During the rise of Hitler, England and France engaged in wishful thinking,
wanting him to be harmless.

1. Only Churchill spoke out against the growing danger of Hitler,
annoying his own party’s leadership.

VI. How did Hitler avoid war with Stalin?
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A. The Nazis and Communists hated each other.
B. Hitler’s problem: if he invaded Poland, the USSR would respondby declaring

war on Germany.

Summer of 1939 seems so far away. In September war would break out in Europe and
nothing would ever be the same . . .

C. Hitler convinced Stalin to join in a Friendship Pact, fully intending to break it
when he was ready. The lure: half of Poland.

2. Public part: Germany/Austria and the USSR would be friends for 10
years.
3. Private part: They divided Poland up in a planned invasion.

Poland would be divided in half. Germany/Austria would annex 
part of its half and make the rest a puppet government. 

The USSR simply annexed its half.

VII. How did war break out in Europe?
A. Having gotten as much as he could without war, and now having an army
ready to fight, Hitler invaded Poland.

1. Germany used Blitzkrieg tactics to invade the western half of Poland,
9/1/39. Blitzkrieg tactics had three components: aerial bombing to soften
the enemy, tank attacks to further weaken the enemy,
and infantry to mop up. 

[Footnote: Blitzkrieg (“lightening war”) is not magic—it works well in some
topographies, such as the flat land of Poland.]

2. Britain and France responded by declaring war on Germany—the Allies
were reborn.
3. Two weeks later, the Soviet Union attacked the eastern half of Poland.

B. Having conquered western Poland, Germany stopped fighting to fine tune the
Blitzkrieg.

The British public, finding no fighting for several months, called the situation the
Phony War.

C. On September 27, 1939 Germany, Italy, and Japan signed a Tripartite Pact, in
which each promised to support the others if new countries attacked any one of
them. The Central Powers of World War One had become the Axis Powers of
World War Two.

VIII. Who were some of the chief leaders in WWII?
A. the United Kingdom/Britain/England

1. Winston Churchill
2. Bernard Montgomery

B. USA
1. Franklin Delano Roosevelt
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2. George Marshall
3. Douglas MacArthur
4. Dwight Eisenhower

C. Germany/Austria
1. Adolf Hitler
2. Hermann Göring
3. Albert Speer

D. Japan
1. General Hideki Tojo, Prime Minister of Japan after October 1940
2. Emperor Hirohito

E. the USSR: 
1. Joseph Stalin

IX. How did Britain become isolated?
A. When Hitler’s troops overran Western Europe, England was left isolated.
B. Britain faced a loss to Germany/Austria.

1. Churchill, the only anti-Hitler British politician with credibility at this
point, became Prime Minister.
2. Churchill encouraged the British to resist, when they otherwise
probably would have given up. He held them up during their darkest
hour.

Britain remained alone, and the light of European freedom dimmed as the
German night spread its darkness.

X. What was the course of the war in Europe?
A. Germany almost won (Germany and its allies are referred to as the Axis
Powers.)

1. Germany overran Northern France, France surrendered, and the
Germans allowed French leaders to set up a puppet regime in the
southern part of the country—the so-called Vichy regime.

Remember: while the  war was being fought 
in Europe, war was also being fought against Japan.

We just study them one after the other.

Because France lost at the beginning of the war, the French position in World War Two
remains ambiguous. Some French (including the Vichy government) cooperated with
the Germans, and some (inside German-controlled northern France and inside Vichy
France) resisted.

2. Because Germany failed to follow up on its stunning success, French
and British troops were able to evacuate to Britain from Dunkirk.
3. The Battle of Britain
4. America stood aloof. Many Americans felt that the US should not have
entered the First World War, and they were determined not to repeat that
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mistake.
B. Germany continued to expand throughout non-Russian Europe.
C. Germany broke the Soviet-German Friendship Pact and invaded the USSR in
June 1941. After the attack, the USSR allied itself with Britain—two natural
enemies brought together by a greater common enemy.

1. As in all such alliances, the evil deeds of the USSR were ignored by its
friends.

D. In December 1941, Hitler declared war on the US, bringing the US into the
war. This act saved Britain.

Norman Rockwell painted four pictures explaining why we were fighting.

E. As a result of a strategic decision to put most early forces into the European
fight, the US and Britain invaded North Africa. The Allies saw the North African
coast as easier to conquer than the French coast.
F. After defeating the Germans in North Africa, the Allies invaded Sicily.
G. After defeating the Germans in Sicily, the Allies invaded Italy.

1. Italy surrendered before the entire peninsula was conquered.
2. German forces in Italy continued to fight Allied forces.

Refugee giving thanks, wearing a GI’s jacket:
Norman Rockwell, Refugee Thanksgiving, Saturday Evening Post, November 27, 1943

H. After defeating Italy, Roosevelt and Churchill disagreed on where to attack
next.

1. Churchill wanted to attack Germany from northeast Italy, driving north
through the Alps, to keep Russian forces out of much of eastern
Europe—the “soft underbelly” of Europe.

a. Churchill discerned that after the war Stalin would not allow
democratic governments in any land it occupied.

2. Roosevelt wanted To attack the French coast, opposite Britain.
a. Roosevelt was less concerned about the postwar European 
situation.

Compare the Norman Invasion and the Normandy Invasion.

I. The decision to attack the Normandy coast of France.
1. The allies were able to trick Hitler concerning Normandy—convincing
him that the attack would take place farther up the French coast; thus, his
fortification of the Normandy beaches were not as strong as they would
have been otherwise.
2. The invasion, called D-Day, took place on June 6, 1944, two days after
the Allies captured Rome.

J. The Allies drove home the victory, pushing through Belgium and into
Germany from the west, with the USSR pushing through Poland.

1. At the Battle of the Bulge, in the fall of 1944, German troops made one
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final (but temporary) gain at the expense of the Allies.
 2. In February 1945 the Allies firebombed Dresden, to show the
Germans that they were not safe even in non-military areas. This
bombing, which killed hundreds of thousands of civilians, is the Allies’
second most criticized act of the war, after the atom bombing of Japan.
3. Also in February 1945 Stalin, Roosevelt, and Churchill met at Yalta
(in the southern USSR) to discuss final victory plans, including 
a temporary division of Germany/Austria. Stalin also agreed to declare
war on Japan within 90 days of defeating Germany. 
4. In April, American and Soviet soldiers met west of Berlin.
5. On April 29 Hitler killed himself in Berlin, as Soviet troops neared his
bunker.
6. On May 7 Germany surrendered, with the ceasefire taking effect at 
midnight on May 8—Victory in Europe Day (VE Day).

K. The Soviet Union suffered greatly during the war.
1. Leningrad (St. Petersburg) was besieged for 1000 days, with horrible
suffering.
2. Stalin accused the western Allies of delaying an attack on France so that
the Soviet Union would bear the greater part of the burden against
Germany/Austria and so that it would exhaust itself in the war.

L. Summary of Allies’ strategic decisions after the US joined Britain and the
USSR (the USSR didn’t have many strategic choices—it was fighting for its
existence).

1. At first, most efforts went toward conquering German and Italian
forces in North Africa, with few resources sent to the Pacific.
2. Then, the next European goal was Italy (through Sicily), with more
resources going to the Pacific.
3. Finally, the French coast was invaded, with full resources in the Pacific.

Cartoonist Bill Mauldin views G.I. Joe:

“This is the town my pappy told me about.”

Detour

“Don’t look at me, lady.”

Fresh troops

Fugitive from the law of averages

Good to be captured (German soldiers)

“Poppa, I think we have been liberated.”

The Prince and the Pauper

Muslim prayers

“I ain’t standing til he does.”

XI. When and how did war break out in East Asia?
A. A rogue Japanese army attacked points in Manchuria on September 18, 1931.
Manchuria is the northeastern most part of China. Its inhabitants are not “People
of the Han”, i. e., not core Chinese. Manchurian emperors ruled as the Ching
Dynasty from 1644 to their overthrow by Democrats in 1911.
B. On February 18, 1931, the Japanese Army proclaimed the creation of a
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puppet Manchurian state, Manchukuo.
C. On July 7, 1937 full-scale war erupted with the capture of Beijing.
D. The following December 13, the then-capital, Nanking, fell. Horrible
mistreatment of its citizens followed—The “Rape of Nanking”. World War Two
had begun in Asia almost two years before it began in Europe!

XII. How did two regional wars become world war?
A. Britain’s colonial possessions in the East involved it in both wars.
B. When the US went to war against Japan, Hitler declared war on the US,
bringing it into both wars.
C. Stalin refused to involve the Soviet Union against Japanese aggression, even
though Chinese communists were among its victims.
D. Thus, the major countries of the world were involved in one or both of the
regional wars:

European:    Both:    Asian:
Germany/Austria    Great Britain      Japan
USSR    USA    China

Note: France lost early in the war and was not subsequently involved, except as a
puppet ally of Germany.

XIII. What was the course of the war against Japan?
A. Why did Japan declare war on America?

1. American racism against the Japanese became evident to all in 1922 
when a law passed barring citizenship to Japanese Americans not already
citizens. Two years later new Japanese immigrants were barred also.
2. After 1939 Roosevelt cut off sales of iron and oil because of Japanese
use of such materials in their war against China. Talks aimed at resuming
these failed.

B. After the failure of the negotiations to resume the American sale of scrap iron
and oil to the Japanese, leaders decided to attack Hawaii and the Philippines. 

[gray slide:
Japanese leaders thought that President Roosevelt would respond the way they would
have responded in a similar situation—he would see the indefensibility of these two far
flung American possessions and would therefore negotiate a peace, that is, resume iron
and oil sales. But, Japanese leaders misunderstood how the Americans would respond.
A similar situation faces the United States in its efforts to keep Iran from developing
nuclear weapons. The US may be right in wanting to embargo or bomb targets in Iran,
but would be unwise to do so because Iran would respond harshly.]

1. Fortunately for Japan, the US Pacific Fleet was headquartered at Pearl
Harbor rather than being spread across several ports—the US had all its
eggs in one basket.

The US Navy intercepted the message to the Japanese ambassador in Washington
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informing him of the attack. The message was decoded in time to warn the military in
Pearl Harbor, but was sent as a regular message by Western Union rather by a faster
method. The message arrived as the attack was occurring, on December 7, 1941.

C. America’s unexpected response.
1. Japan failed to understand the American mentality. In such situations
Americans look less to the practical side and more to the moral. One
Japanese military leader warned of the consequences if the attacks were
carried out. 
2. The following day, December 8 , President Roosevelt asked for ath

declaration of war against Japan, describing the attacks as  “a date which 
will live in infamy”.

D. What strategic decisions did America make regarding Japan?
1. Since Germany declared war on the US four days later the US was now
involved in two wars. Because Britain was in danger of losing, depriving
the US of a European base of operations, a minimum response at first
was given to the Pacific War. 

(The Tripartite Pact between Germany, Italy, and Japan did not require Hitler to declare
war.)

One month after the US entered the war, the New Years Baby is ready to defend the
Western hemisphere. 1942 New Year’s Baby, Saturday Evening Post cover illustration
by J.C. Leyendecker, January 2, 1942

2. Although America could not really reach Japan at this time, one
bombing squadron, led by Colonel James Dolittle, took off from an
aircraft carrier and bombed Tokyo. The Japanese were shocked. Toward
the end of the war such raids would become common.
3. As the US war machine grew, the response in the Pacific increased.

a. May 7, 1942 The Battle of Coral Sea stopped the Japanese
advance toward Australia.
b. June 4-7, The Japanese suffered a loss near Midway Island from
which they would never recover.
c. In 1942, General Douglas MacArthur retreated from the
Philippines saying, “I shall return”. When he did, the photographer
missed the moment and MacArthur repeated it for his fans in the
US.

 4. Eventually, American war materials and military personal were
adequate to give a maximum response to the Japanese.

a. Because every island held by the Japanese was in effect a
Japanese aircraft carrier, they could not simply be bypassed. Thus
began the island-hopping fight toward the home islands.
b. March 1945: US bombers fire-bombed Tokyo, killing over

80,000 
Japanese. It seemed obvious to the Americans that, with control of
the skies over Japan, the Japanese had no hope of winning. Yet the
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Japanese continued to resist at great cost of life on each island; it
was apparent that many Americans and Japanese would die when
the home islands were attacked.
c. On April 12, 1945 President Roosevelt died. New President
Harry Truman was for the first time informed that the United States
was almost finished developing a bomb of unprecedented strength
that used the power released when atoms of U235 or Plutonium
were split. Truman thought about the strength of Japan’s resistance
and  decided that lives would be saved by using the bomb.
d. The first atom bomb was dropped on Hiroshima August 6,
1945. Waiting for a response from Japanese leaders and hearing
nothing, a second bomb was dropped over Nagasaki on August 9 .th

The Japanese responded. (The US had no more bombs.)
5. 90 days after defeating Germany the Soviet Union declared war on
Japan (August 8th). For this week of technically being at war, the Soviet
Union occupied Manchuria and gave the Japanese weapons cache to the
Chinese Communist Party, helping them in their victory over the Chinese
government four years later. 
6. The final surrender occurred August 14, 1945—Victory over Japan day
(VJ Day).

E. What did America do with conquered Japan? (first defeat ever)
1. General Douglas MacArthur was appointed (in effect) dictator over
Japan to restart the country.
2. MacArthur ordered an American style constitution written.

a. The constitution was translated into Japanese.
3. Japan was forbidden to have an army (but could have a small home 
defense force).
4. The Emperor could keep his office.
5. The education system was rebuilt on the American model.
6. Japan had to renounce war.

F. Japanese Civilization survived the second restructuring because “race”, rather
than ideas, forms the basis of Japanese cultural stability.

Norman Rockwell’s 1945 picture, “Homecoming GI”. 

XIV. What happened to Jews in Europe?
A. When Christian Jews pulled out of synagogues nearly 2000 years ago, anti-
Semitism soon became an endemic weakness of Christians. Since the time of
Mohammed, anti-Semitism has been a problem for Muslims, promoted even in
the Quran.
B. German anti-Semitism was encouraged by Martin Luther after he failed to
convert German Jews.
C. Hitler was simply more anti-Semitic than most non-Jewish Germans.
D. Hitler’s ultimate intent regarding Jews was not clear at the beginning, but
from the earliest days of his Chancellorship he established concentration camps
for Jews, to harass them.
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1. Persecution increased as Hitler’s rhetoric against the Jews convinced
more and more Germans to support increasing actions against them.
2. Kristalnacht: A key moment occurred in early November 1938, when a
Jewish teenage boy, distraught over the treatment of his relatives in
Germany, entered the German Embassy in Paris and shot an employee. A
couple of days later Germans rose spontaneously against their Jewish
neighbors, smashing stores and burning synagogues. It was not,
however, a spontaneous citizen uprising. It was a government led attack
designed to appear spontaneous, using the Paris event as a pretext.

a. Consequently, 10% of all Jews were arrested.
b. All German Jews were fined an amount equal to 20% of the
value of all their property.
c. Three days later, all Jewish children were banned from public
schools.
d. On November 16th Pastor J. von Jan said from his pulpit:
“Men. . . have been thrown into concentration camps simply
because they belong to a different race”. For this comment he was
he was dragged out of his church by a Nazi mob, brutally beaten,
his house was smashed, and he was imprisoned. Note: despite his
sympathy for Jews, he bought into half of the argument by saying
that Jews constitute a race.

E. Under cover of war, the persecution increased.
F. Concentration camps were built in countries under German control; five death
camps were built. One of the death camps was also a concentration 
camp—Auschwitz.
G. Late in 1941 the “Final Solution”—death to all Jews—was adopted.
H. Jews were not the only group persecuted, but formed the largest group. 
I. The number of Jews killed from each conquered country depended on the
level of anti-Semitism of each.

1. 90% of Poland’s Jews (the most anti-Semitic country in Europe) died;
very few Danish Jews died (the least anti-Semitic country in Europe).
Two-thirds of all European Jews were killed.

XV. What was worse: Hitler’s Germany or Stalin’s USSR?
A. Hitler was an authoritarian dictator.

1. The Nazi “philosophy” was a mixture of ideas centered around  political
power and “racial” purity.
2. Victims were for the most part racially targeted; otherwise, the
government was more rational than the Soviet Union in selecting those to
persecute.
3. Hitler’s goals—beyond expanding Germany eastward—were unclear.

B. Stalin was a totalitarian dictator.
1. The communist philosophy was a comprehensive set of ideas about all
of society, attempting to explain the past, present, and future. It wanted
far more than political power: it demanded control of every aspect of its
citizens’ lives and demanded that they believe in the state.
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2. Stalin had millions killed because they opposed him to one degree or
another.
3. Stalin had thousands of loyal supporters killed because he suspected
that they were planning against him or might in the future plan against
him.
4. Citizens could be arrested and convicted of crimes without
understanding the “crime”.
5. Communism’s goal was world domination, although Stalin seemed to
have more modest (and selfish) goals of expanding into Eastern Europe.
6. Pope Pius XII did not stand up strongly against the Nazis because he
felt that the Soviet Communists were the greater danger.

00. Conclusions
A. World War Two marked the end of round two of the three part tragedy of the
20th century.
B. Soon after the Allies vanquished their common enemy, the actions of the
USSR to enslave the peoples of Eastern Europe ended the alliance and began
part three, the Cold War.
C. It would not be until 1989 that the communist government of the Soviet
Union would release its stranglehold on Poland,East Germany, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria.
D. The “Iron Curtain” countries then discarded their totalitarian governments and
began the difficult road toward the Open Society.
E. When the communist government of the Soviet Union collapsed, so did the
Union, as the 14 non-Russian governments rushed to independence.
Unfortunately, they did not all achieve the characteristics which must underlie all
free democratic-republican government. Characteristics of successful
democratic-republican governments:

1. A commitment to plural leadership.
2. The democratic election of leaders. 
3. A sense of fair play, i.e., a willingness to let all speak out.
4. The willingness to lose an election.

F. Dissolving the shackles of slavery not only released hopes of freedom; it also
released tribal hatreds that had been held in check by communist governments
of the USSR and Yugoslavia.
G. The tragedy of Germany. Germany in many ways led Western Civilization,
notably in architecture, technology, philosophy, and science. But Germany had
developed no heritage of individual freedom and self-rule. That made possible
the bad rule of Wilhelm II and the willingness of the German people to turn from
the Weimar Republic to the hard rule of Adolf Hitler, with all the consequences
for the world.

Postscript
The American Congress passed a G.I. Bill, which paid the expenses of returning G.I.s
wanting to go to school.


